
ABOUT
Lecturers Without Borders (LeWiBo) aims to
connect schools and scientists, by bringing
scientists into the classrooms both on- and
offline to empower, inspire and motivate kids
and teens and to provide a safe environment
for a dialogue, discussion and exchange
between scientists, teachers and school
students. We are a community-driven, bottom-
up initiative of scientists who reach out to
schools and institutions, giving science
outreach lectures for students.
 

OUR NETWORK

IN OVER 1000 SCHOOLS
OVER 360 SCIENTISTS
IN OVER 52 COUNTRIES  

LeWiBo started in late 2017 with a small group of

friends/colleagues who were reaching out to

their personal and professional networks looking

for contacts in local schools whenever they

travelled for work or pleasure, aiming to

organise outreach lectures wherever they were

going. In 2020, we added online activities due

to the travel disruptions caused by the COVID-

19 pandemic. Our network has grown

substantially since then! As of July 2022, we

are:



OUR PROJECTS
We're currently working on new editions of
two successful projects and on a brand new
project aiming to spark the creativity of our
students and encourage them to meet not
only visiting scientists but also the STEM
professionals in their own communities.

EPSC GOES LIVE FOR SCHOOLS
In 2020 and 2021, we organized online events for
schools during the Europlanet Science Congress
(EPSC), aiming at showing students what science
congresses are. In 2022, we organised in-person
events for six local schools in Granada, Spain, to
complement our online activities!

CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE CLASSROOM
In 2021 and 2022, we also conducted a series of
activities related to climate change and climate
action in schools around Europe, which were very
well received and we plan to continue expanding!

WOMEN IN STEM COMPETITION
For 2023, we plan to launch a competition for
students around the world, aiming to increase the
visibility of STEM professionals in every corner of
the planet while also improving the (science)
communication skills of the students!
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